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Weekly Bulletin
Factory start-up in sight
Factory steam trial was successfully carried out on 28th
September, 2017.
In a dispatch to the Weekly
Bulletin, the Chief Factory
Operations Officer Eng. Josephat Asira further clarified
that the exercise was done
using boiler 3B. He noted
that some plant maintenance
works are incomplete due to
lack of some spare parts and

Boiler 3B steaming up

consumables.
Efforts are in place to ensure
their delivery as soon as possible.
Consequently, and all happening according to plan, the
factory will resume operations on 12th October, 2017,
with cane offloading in the
yard starting on Tuesday
10th October, 2017
Factory engineers at work
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A sugarcane poacher cornered

DEVOTIONAL CHARGE
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It is an encouragement to
the family of MSC that if at
all we had relaxed and forgotten about God, this is a
fresh call that we cry to
God for He is more than
able and willing to rebuke
the storms. (Mark 4:37).

The assistant security personnel at the poached cane farm
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